About video compressions, JPG
“blocky” artefacts, matrices and
jagged edges
Written and Illustrated by Vlado Damjanovski, B.E.(electronics)
CCTV has it all: JPG, MJPG, Wavelet,
H.263, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, JPEG-2000,
MPEG-4, etc. So many different image
compression techniques…
How do you know which one is the best for
you?

A very basic and trivial statement, but very often
I have seen security managers want to recognise
a number plate in their digitally recorded image,
which was not seen by the camera in the first
place.
So a simple rule of thumb would be - Digitally
recorded and replayed image can not be better
than the original signal coming out of a camera.

CCTVfocus

It is, without any doubt, very difficult. One has
to understand the concept of digitised images, and
This means it is worthwhile investing in a good
the limitation of the TV standard as we know it
quality camera and lens. A good quality camera
today.
is the one with high resolution, good signal/noise
ratio, low light performance, and a good lens.
…And this is where CCTV focus magazine
comes into play.
I have stressed it so many times, and I want
to do it again, when using CCTV cameras for
So let’s start from the beginning.
digital recording, of extreme importance for the
digitised image quality is the signal/noise ratio.
The majority of CCTV cameras are still analogue
Certainly, the resolution is important, but the low
devices. This means the video signal coming out
noise performance is probably even more imporof the BNC connector at the back of your camera
tant for the simple fact that when there is a too
gives you an analogue, 1Vpp video signal. Out
high noise content in the image the compression
of these 1Vpp, when there is sufficient light, 0.7
engine works around the noise speckles as if they
V would be reserved for the video signal, and the
are a useful content of the captured image. So, if
0.3 goes to the sync pulses. Clearly, as the source
your camera has a low S/N ratio, i.e. high noise
of your video signal, the camera should have the
content, after the compression the image will look
best quality signal you can get. You can’t produce
worse than it appears while viewing it live. In
a detail in a digitally recorded picture if such a
simple words - the higher this ratio is (50dB+) the
detail wasn’t seen by the camera in the first place.
better quality the digitised signal will be.
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Such an analogue signal could then be taken to
a digital recorder.

lion colours, or 24-bit (24 because of the three
primary colours each being 8-bits). This is a bit
simplified for the purposes of explaining, because
In any digital recorder the first stage would be the CCIR-601 standard works with YUV colour
Analogue to Digital Conversion, or, for short, A/D space (Y=luminance, U=B-Y, V=R-Y), and not
Conversion. This is the next (after the source - i.e. RGB. But there are still three different values
the camera) and also important stage for (preserv- to be digitised and hence in CCTV we use 24-bit
ing of) the high picture quality.
colour space.
The two important factors in the A/D conversion
So, the above is the first important factor of
are:
digitised picture quality, i.e. the colour resolution,
- the quantisation levels and
or colour depth.
- the picture sampling resolution.
The second important factor is the actual resoQuantisation is a procedure of “slicing” the lution in picture elements, i.e. pixels, which is
video signal on many fine, but discrete levels, defined by the sampling frequency of the card. A
horizontally, from 0 Volts of the black level, up to typical PAL frame grabber card would have 720
0.7 Volts of the peak white level.
X 576 picture elements, as recommended by the
so-called CCIR-601 standard. The equivalent

In television, it has been proven that there is
no need to have more than 256 levels per colour
(Red, Green and Blue) each.
Why 256, and not, say, 300 ?
Simply because 256 is a “binary” number, i.e. it
can be represented as 2^8 (2 to the power of 8).
That means with 8-bit numbers we can represent
any of the 256 levels of colour tones, starting from
the brightest to the darkest. And, another reason
for such a number is that a monitor phosphor
coating can not show you more than 256 “distinguishably” different levels. The same is valid for
printing images on white paper. The number of
each colour shade that can be reproduced on such
white paper is not more than 256.

TV resolution of 720 pixels would be 540 TVL
((720/4)X3=540) and most readers will notice that
this is better than the best CCTV cameras, which
offer not more than 480 TVL. A note should be
made here that some DVRs use NTSC frame
grabbers, and their specifications are slightly different from PAL, and this is usually 640 X 480
pixels. Although the horizontal sampling resolution is sufficient for PAL CCTV applications (640
horizontal pixels are equivalent to 480TVL), the
vertical is slightly reduced, i.e. 480 pixels instead
of the 576 which are what the PAL cameras will
produce during one TV frame.
The next stage in most digital recorders is the
compression.

The number of possible combinations of 256
levels of red, green and blue phosphor colours is
It has already been discussed in our previous
256^3, which equals 16,777,216 colours. This issues, and it is not the intention of this article to
is why it is said that a digitising card has 16 mil- go into why compression is needed. But, take my
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...compression is needed, and
there is no other way... The real
question that should be asked
is “what is the best compromise between a good picture
quality and a small data size?”
word for it, compression is needed, and there is no other way but to compress when putting so much
data onto a hard disk.
The real question that should be asked is “what is the best compromise between a good picture quality and a small data size?” Well, there are no easy answers.
If your customer is happy to just see if there is a person there or not, without going into details of
who that might be, a resolution even smaller than the above described 720X576 is sufficient. In actual
fact, a quarter number of pixels, 352X288, is the so-called CIF resolution, which many users are happy
with. Clearly the compressed file size of such CIF image, would be at least ¼ of the actual compressed
file size when a full frame resolution, 720X576, is used.
The advantage of having such a full frame resolution is that your DVR will have the best you can
get from the camera. So, up until this point you would still have all the details the camera gives you.
At the compression stage (if you are using a full frame compression device) it is up to the type and the
level of compression that decides the picture quality.
The compression stage is, in a way, a resolution bottleneck.
An important note should be made here not to confuse the number of pixels with the compression loss
of resolution. When using a full frame image capture and compression, the number of frame pixels will
still stay the same, say 720X576, but the artefacts produced with the compression will change the picture resolution appearance. This is why we say - The compression stage is a resolution bottleneck.
It is understandable that we want the best possible picture quality. But no matter what steps we take,
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A 720X576 full TV frame image,
JPG compressed to 50kB. There are almost
no visible artefacts

the compressed image can not be better quality than
the original.
The pixel count of a digitally recorded image of any
CCTV camera, even if it is a full frame size, is only
close to 430,000 picture elements, in the best case.
One can certainly appreciate the difference between
430,000 and say a still image of a digital photo-camera with, for example, 2,300,000 pixels. The CCDs
that have produced both images are different in their
resolution, hence the image resolution difference.

A 720X576 full TV frame image
compressed with JPG to 25kB

So when you get a user that asks why they see pixelisation after they zoom into a digitised image exported
from their DVR, the answer is simple: that’s the
number of pixels the digital recorder has produced.
CCTV cameras produce images that are far inferior
to images produced by a photographic camera, be that
a film camera or a digital one. But that is the standard
in the current CCTV technology, and that’s what we
have to use.
Let’s just mention that the “Dots Per Inch” resolution used when printing images in a magazine like
this one is 300dpi, while when viewing images on a

A 720X576 full TV frame image
compressed with JPG to 10kB.
The "blocky" JPG artefacts
are very visible
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PC monitor the DPI is between 72 and 96 dpi. In
other words, the printing industry requires 300
dots resolution to produce 1 inch, i.e. 25mm. If
we substitute the dots with CCD pixels we will
see that a CCTV camera has a very low resolution
indeed. And furthermore, we have to compress
it. It should not be forgotten though that with the
CCTV cameras we produce 25 images every second with 430,000 pixels.

rather “foggy” appearance.
So can we do anything at all to improve the digital picture quality, after the JPG compression has
been applied?
Theoretically - no, once created - artefacts are
there for good.

The type and intensity of the “blocky” artefacts
One of the most common transformations used will depend on the type and scale of compresin some popular compressions is the Discrete sion. Understandably, any manipulation that
Cosine Transformation (DCT). Without going we want to apply will “void” the originality of
into the complex mathematics behind the DCT, the exported image. But, we are really referwe should mention that DCT
ring to the manipulation of
“Dots Per Inch” resolution
is common to a few popua copy for the purposes of
used
when
printing
images
lar compression techniques,
better recognition of peoin
a
magazine
like
this
one
is
such as JPG, M-JPEG,
ple or other important image
300dpi, while when viewing
MPEG-1 and 2, as well as
details. In other words the
images
on
a
PC
monitor
the
the H series (mostly known
original recording is, hopeDPI is between 72 and 96 dpi
as “video conferencing comfully, still in the DVR, or
pressions”).
on the back-up CD-ROM or
drive. We are only working
Some typical, and unwanted, artefacts when with a copy of it in order to be able to recognise
using DCT are the “blocky” appearance of the the object(s).
highly compressed images. This is due to the
DCT function being applied to each 8X8 blocks
Most of the image manipulation discussed here
of pixels. Readers will remember (and we will should be done with a “decent” photo editing
devote some space in the future) that Wavelet program, such as Adobe Photoshop, Corel Photo
compression is different compared to JPG in Paint, Jasc Paint Shop Pro, etc.
the fact that Wavelet compression “looks at”
the whole image, not blocks of 8X8, and hence
The latter one for example, has already got a
Wavelet artefacts don’t have such “blocky”, but filter called “JPG artefacts removal.” So you

The "original" 10kB JPG
image with visible artefacts

The 10kB JPG image with
JPG artefacts removal in
Paint Shop
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The 10kB JPG image
with JPG blur filter in
Photo Paint

The 10kB JPG image
with custom matrix filter
in Photo Shop

Compression artefacts
Similar custom defined
matrix can be found in
other photo editing programs, such as Photo
Paint or Paint Shop Pro

The Custom matrix in Photo
Shop can produce various effects, one of which
is reduce the JPG artefacts
by blurring the image
ited possibilities, as the custom matrix is
Jasc Paint Shop Pro has already got
a JPG artefacts removal filter

don’t have to
do anything but apply it and see what you can
get. There are certain parameters that you can
fine-tune and you might be happy with the end
result. It is worth trying it out, as it may produce
what you want.
There have been some scientific works in the
imaging industry for
removal of the “blockiness” of the DCT used
in the JPG compression. For the more
adventurous ones I
suggest to search the
Internet for “DCT artefacts removal.” There
is a lot of theory to read and there are certainly
some successful solutions.
To the best of my knowledge, there is no free
plug-in for PhotoShop or anything alike, which
will help you do the block removal, but I have
tried some various filtering methods and the
results are shown in this article. I invite all of
you that have some better knowledge or experience to share it with our readers.
The key function when removing the artefacts
is to know the custom matrix that needs to be
applied to the image when filtering. Under
Adobe PhotoShop, this filter can be set under the
Filter - Custom menu. In Corel Photo Paint this
would be under Effects - Custom - User Defined
menu. In Jasc Paint Shop Pro under Effect - User
Defined - Edit. There are certainly almost unlim-

usually 5X5 cells, or in the case of Paint
Shop Pro even 7X7. I have found that
applying different matrices in the Custom
Filter will produce different results. By
entering various values in the cells of the Custom
matrix, the photo editing program is calculating
the matrix products of the blocks of 5X5 or 7X7
matrices, tiling the whole image. There is a bit
of mathematical theory behind it, and again, this
is a bit beyond the scope of this article. So the
easiest thing to do is the famous “trial and error”
method.
Some
of the custom
matrices will produce a result with
artefacts blurred
out, and some
will completely
remove it making
the JPG artefacts
almost undetectable. One of the matrices I
experimented with is shown here, and I suggest
you try on your exported JPG images and see if
you can get any better results.
Another, I think exciting “discovery” I made,
is the reduction of the jagged edges in a typical CCTV camera image. These are the pixel
edges of objects, especially the ones that come
at an angle, such as the one shown on the photo
here. The first step is to resample the image, i.e.
increase it by say 400%, both horizontally and
vertically. With this re-sampling, the number
of pixels from 720X576 becomes 2880X2304.
The intelligence behind the re-sampling software
(which will depend on which photo editing program you use) will improve the jagged edges a
bit, but not eliminate them. If you now apply
the matrix as shown on the screen capture on the
November/December 2001
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right, the jagged edges almost disappear. A miracle… Well,
almost.
These examples only show that there is much more to these
custom matrices. And I am leaving it up to you to experiment
more and tell us if you discover something interesting.
I assure you, learning your photo editing software more
thoroughly will bring you even more excitement and better
understanding.
With today’s development of CCTV there is no escape from
understanding pixels…

A full TV frame image with 720X576 pixels with noticeable jagged edges. These
edges can be seen around lines under an
angle. The blow-up on the right demonstrates such adges on the keyboard and
the papers on the table

By applying my custom matrix, as
shown on the right, I managed to
reduce the jagged adges considerably.
Certainly, after this, other filters, such
as sharpening, can be applied.

The large images on the opposite
page are 10X enlargemet of the
small section where jagged edges
are most noticeable.
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